The first part of the meeting was a joint meeting with the Minority & Justice Commission that took place from 8:45am – 11am.

The purpose of the joint meeting was to have a thoughtful discussion on advancing the idea of racial impact statements.
A presentation was given by Jen Lleras of the Western States Center in Oregon on racial impact statements.

Chair Boerner presented information on the SGC’s work on racial impact statements.

At 11am, each of the commissions broke out into their own meetings.

I. CALL TO ORDER
Dave Boerner, Chair, called the meeting to order.

Chair Boerner moved discussion to Item VI

II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

III. JUVENILE JUSTICE TASK FORCE UPDATE

IV. RACIAL AND ETHNIC IMPACT STATEMENT UPDATE

V. DUI REVIEW

VI. JUSTICE REINVESTMENT INITIATIVE
Marshall Clement and Karen Chung of the Council of State Governments presented a draft Justice Reinvestment policy framework to the members.

VII. OTHER BUSINESS

VIII. ADJOURNMENT

APPROVED AND ADOPTED BY THE SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMMISSION

/ s /

Dave Boerner, Chair                Date